We explored the application of a machine learning method, Logitboost, to automatically calibrate a trading model using different versions of the same technical analysis indicators. This approach takes advantage of boosting's feature selection capability to select an optimal combination of technical indicators and design a new set of trading rules. We tested this approach with high frequency data of the Dow Jones EURO STOXX 50 Index Futures (FESX) and the DAX Futures (FDAX) for March 2009. Our method was implemented with different learning algorithms and outperformed a combination of the same group of technical analysis indicators using the parameters typically recommended by practitioners.
Introduction
Most of the research applying agent based modeling and machine learning methods to finance have been in the equity [1, 46, 47, 57] and foreign exchange markets [21, 6, 20, 40 , 2] using daily prices. There is very limited research in the area of high frequency futures trading, but equity, foreign exchange and index futures trading have a similar forecasting problem: anticipating price trend. Additionally, there is a potential increase of time series variance when the analysis is done using high frequency data instead of using daily data. Hence, there are new challenges in the application of learning algorithms to forecast futures using high frequency data.
Among the most important learning algorithms used to forecast futures are the following:
• Neural network (connectionist approach): This has been the most commonly studied approach. Most systems generate trading rules using neural networks where their main inputs are technical analysis indicators. 1 This approach has been applied to forecast and trade S&P 500 index futures [58, 15] , the Warsaw stock price index 20 (WIG20) futures [60] , and Korea stock index 200 (KOSPI 200) futures [38] . Hamid and Iqbal [33] forecast the volatility of S&P 500 index futures using 16 futures indexes and 3 spot prices. Tsaih et al. [59] integrate a rule based system and neural network to forecast the daily trend of S&P 500 index futures. Duke and Long [22] use price and economic indicators as input to forecast daily German government bond futures prices. Kim [37] uses a method of feature transformation based on domain knowledge to discretize the data and forecast the KOSPI 200. Even though these studies indicate that they outperform their benchmarks, the main problem with the neural network approach is that it is very difficult to interpret the trading rules generated, especially in the case of complex networks with many nodes and hidden layers.
• Genetic algorithm (emergent approach): the genetic algorithm [35] or genetic programming [39] approach is used to generate evolving trading rules. These rules are represented as binary trees where the leaves are technical indicators and the non-leaves are boolean functions. Together they represent simple decision functions. Following this perspective, Kyung-shik Shin et al. [54] predict the KOSPI using nine technical indicators. The advantage of this approach is that the rules are interpretable.
• Support vector machine: Tay and Cao [56] show a support vector machine application that gives more weight to more recent values, and improves forecasts of the S&P 500 index, and US and German government bond futures using moving averages and lagged prices.
• Reinforcement learning: Moriyama et al. [48] successfully test the application of reinforcement learning to trade on a futures market simulator (U-Mart) of the large Japanese industrial companies (J30) index.
In this research we followed the tradition of the papers in this section that use machine learning algorithms to find profitable trading strategies, and build automated trading agents. We also examined a method to calibrate the trading rules or technical indicators using a learning algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 announces the methods used; section 3 introduces the model calibration process; section 4 presents the trading agent and its algorithm; section 5 describes the data; section 6 explains in detail the experiments; section 7 presents the results of our trading agent algorithm; section 8 concludes, and the appendix introduces the main investment indicators used in this research.
Methods

Boosting
Adaboost is a general discriminative learning algorithm invented by Freund and Schapire [28] .
The basic idea of Adaboost is to repeatedly apply a simple learning algorithm, called the weak or base learner 2 , to different weightings of the same training set. In its simplest form, Adaboost is intended for binary prediction problems where the training set consists of pairs (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), . . . , (x m , y m ), x i corresponds to the features of an example, and y i ∈ {−1, +1} is the binary label to be predicted. A weighting of the training examples is an assignment of a non-negative real value w i to each example (x i , y i ).
On iteration t of the boosting process, the weak learner is applied to the training set with a set of weights w t 1 , . . . , w t m and produces a prediction rule h t that maps x to {0, 1}.
3 The requirement on the weak learner is for h t (x) to have a small but significant correlation with the example labels y when measured using the current weighting of the examples. After the rule h t is generated, the example weights are changed so that the weak predictions h t (x) and the labels y are decorrelated. The weak learner is then called with the new weights over the training examples, and the process repeats. Finally, all of the weak prediction rules are combined into a single strong rule using a weighted majority vote. One can prove that if the rules generated in the iterations are all slightly correlated with the label, then the strong rule will have a very high correlation with the label -in other words, it will predict the label very accurately.
The whole process can be seen as a variational method in which an approximation F (x) is repeatedly changed by adding to it small corrections given by the weak prediction functions. In Figure 1 , we describe Adaboost in these terms. We shall refer to F (x) as the prediction score in the rest of the document. The strong prediction rule learned by Adaboost is sign(F (x)).
A surprising phenomenon associated with Adaboost is that the test error of the strong rule (percentage of mistakes made on new examples) often continues to decrease even after the training error (fraction of mistakes made on the training set) reaches zero.
This behavior has been related to the concept of a "margin", which is simply the value yF (x) [52] . While yF (x) > 0 corresponds to a correct prediction, yF (x) > a > 0 corresponds to a confident correct prediction, and the confidence increases monotonically with a. Friedman et al. [29] , followed by Collins et al. [17] suggested a mod-
Get h t from weak learner Figure 1 : The Adaboost algorithm [28] . y i is the binary label to be predicted, x i corresponds to the features of an instance i, w t i is the weight of instance i at time t, h t and F t (x) are the prediction rule and the prediction score at time t respectively ification of Adaboost, called Logitboost. Logitboost can be interpreted as an algorithm for step-wise logistic regression. This modified version of Adaboost-known as Logitboost-assumes that the labels y i s are stochastically generated as a function of the x i s. Then it includes F t−1 (x i ) in the logistic function to calculate the probability of y i , and the exponent of the logistic function becomes the weight of the training examples. Figure 2 describes Logitboost using notation similar to the one used in 1. Some succesful and popular way of using boosting is to combine it with a decision tree learning algorithms as the base learning algorithm [29] . We use boosting both to learn the decision rules constituting the tree and to combine these rules through a weighted majority vote. The form of the generated decision rules is called an alternating decision tree (ADT) [27] . In ADTs each node can be understood in isolation.
In terms of boosting, each prediction node represents a weak prediction rule, and
Get h t from weak learner Figure 2 : The Logitboost algorithm [29] . y i is the binary label to be predicted, x i corresponds to the features of an instance i, w t i is the weight of instance i at time t, h t and F t (x) are the prediction rule and the prediction score at time t respectively at every boosting iteration, a new splitter node together with its two prediction nodes is added to the model. The splitter node can be attached to any previous prediction node, not only leaf nodes. Each prediction node is associated with a weight α that contributes to the prediction score of every example reaching it. The weak hypothesis h(x) is 1 for every example reaching the prediction node and 0 for all others.
We decided to use boosting, specifically Logitboost, as our learning algorithm because of its feature selection capability, its error bound proofs [28] , its interpretability, and its capacity to combine quantitative, and qualitative variables. Additionally, we used ADT implemented with Logitboost because of its capacity to generate classification rules that are smaller and easier to interpret than the rules generated by other boosting decision trees learning algorithms such as CART or C4.5. Additionally, ADT gives a measure of confidence or classification margin which is very useful for experts selection.
Bagging
Bagging was proposed by Breiman [10] as a method that reduces the variance of a prediction function. If the training set Υ consists of pairs (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), . . . , (x m , y m ), x i corresponds to the features of an example, and y i is either a class label or a numerical response to be predicted. The predictor of y is ψ(x, Υ). Bagging or bootstrap aggregation generates uniform bootstrap samples with replacement of Υ. These samples and their predictors are Υ (B) and ψ(x, Υ (B) ) respectively. When y i is a numerical response, the final predictor is obtained by the average of the predictors of the bootstrap samples as ψ B (x) = av B ψ(x, Υ (B) ). If y i is a class label, ψ B (x) is obtained by the majority vote of ψ(x, Υ (B) ). Bagging has been shown to be particularly effective for reducing the variance of decision trees.
Logistic regression
The logistic regression models [34] the posterior probabilities P r(Y = l|X i ) of L classes Y using linear regression in the observed values X ij of the input variable X i = (X i1 ...X in ) of the feature j:
The summation of these probabilities equals one. Logistic regression results are better interpreted using the odds ratio:
In the current paper, L is two because we are trying to evaluate if the price trend is positive or negative.
Model calibration using boosting
In contrast to econometric models where coefficients are defined by formal statistical models, trading rules and technical analysis require many parameters that in many cases are established by practitioners' experience. Hence, model calibration is one of the major practical problems that algorithmic trading may have, especially if it is based on technical analysis.
Genetic algorithm and simulated annealing are methods used by practitioners to calibrate technical trading models [36] . nez [49] applies genetic algorithm to optimize the parameters used to calculate moving averages, although a trading strategy derived from this indicator underperforms a simple buy and hold strategy for the two main indexes of the Madrid stock market (IBEX-35 and the General Index, IGE). BodasSagi et al. [7] use a genetic algorithm multi-objective optimization model to calibrate the moving average convergence divergence and the relative strength index indicators for the Dow Jones index.
Another approach is the "brute force" method where a large number of alternatives are tested and the best option is selected. The problem with this perspective is that it is computationally intensive, and high frequency data may change significantly in different periods, possibly requiring continuous calibration.
The method that we evaluate in this paper, initially explored by Creamer and Freund [19] , recalculates every technical indicator n number of times using different values of its parameters. All these different versions of the technical indicators become the input of the boosting algorithm. Boosting, based on its feature selection capability, will select a group of parameters and technical indicators that optimizes its evaluation function. The initial parameters used in this research are those recommended in the literature of technical analysis.
Trading agent algorithm
Agent based economics is becoming a well recognized methodology for market simulation. Main economics conferences such as the Eastern Economics Association meeting include several sessions on agent based economics [4, 5] . From a trading perspective, the agent-based approach could be useful for backtesting new ideas without risking any money. The Santa Fe stock market model 4 has inspired many other agentbased financial market models such as Ehrentreich [24] that is based on the Grossman and Stiglitz model [32] . In the Santa Fe stock market, agents can classify and explore several forecasting rules that are built using genetic algorithms. Many of the models built according to this perspective test the performance of agents or algorithms that have unique characteristics. For example, Lettau [44] builds an agent-based financial market using simple agent benchmarks based on genetic algorithms; Gode and Sunder [30] develop a double action market using zero intelligence traders; Arifovic [2] builds a model of the foreign exchange market using genetic algorithms; Routledge [51] extends the basic framework of Grossman and Stiglitz [32] with agents that can learn by using genetic algorithms; Chan et al. [12] and Chan [13] use the artificial market framework to explore the behavior of different trading approaches and their microstructure impact.
In contrast to the previous references, this paper proposes a high frequency trading agent for equity index futures. This agent uses the expert weighting algorithm introduced by Creamer and Freund [19] to forecast a price trend as an input for a trading strategy based on a variation of a market maker strategy proposed by Creamer and Freund [18] . This approach forecasts the price trend of the future using a machine learning algorithm, and combines several investment signals as well as the output of several experts using an online learning utility. Finally, it controls the level of risk using a risk management overlay.
One of the strengths of our approach is that the algorithm optimizes the parameters of the technical analysis indicators as explained in section 3; defines new trading rules, and generates experts at different moments of the trading cycle. The main objective of this process is to assure that the investment decision takes into account old and new patterns of the time series under study, and that there is an online learning process with the capacity to integrate the feedback of previous outcomes. The online learning algorithm comes from Freund et al. [26] , and from the weighted majority algorithm proposed by Littlestone and Warmuth [45] and further studied by Cesa-Bianchi et al. [11] .
The objective of the algorithm is to predict the return of the future contract in the next period. y t ∈ [−1, +1] is the binary label to be predicted where 1 represents the expectation of a positive return, and -1 otherwise.
The market maker trading strategy initially proposed by Creamer and Freund [18] starts with a long or short portfolio position based on a daily forecast of the market trend. During the day, the trading agent also sends simultaneous buy and sell limit orders at prices slightly below and above the prices at the top of the buy and sell order books. This strategy takes advantage of the former electronic market Island's pricing policy: when a trade is executed, the trader that submitted the limit order shall receive a rebate of $0.002, and the party that submitted the incoming order shall pay a transaction fee of $0.003. During the week of January 5-9, 2004, an annualized Sharpe ratio of 0.21 was established using the market maker strategy which is superior to the Sharpe ratio of -0.28 that was obtained using a constant rebalanced portfolio (CRP) strategy during the same period of time. This market maker strategy is profitable because it captures the bid-ask spread and also tries to get the maximum amount in rebates and the minimum amount in fees. This strategy cannot be directly applied to products traded at Eurex because this exchange does not offer rebates, instead the trading costs are slightly lower for the party that submitted the incoming order.
Our limit order trading strategy sends only one buy or sell limit order based on the futures return forecast which is updated every g periods of time (e.g. 30 minutes) and the following rules:
• If the expected price trend is positive, it sends a buy limit order at a price slightly lower than the bid price at the top of the buy order book less transaction costs. If there is a short position, the size of the order is the short position. Otherwise, it is δ futures contract
• If the expected price trend is negative, it sends a sell limit order at a price slightly higher than the ask price at the top of the sell order book plus transaction costs.
If there is a long position, the size of the order is the long position. Otherwise, it is δ futures contract
• If the order is not 100% filled within a fixed period (i.e. 1 minute) of being issued, existent limit orders are cancelled, and limit orders are reissued according to current experts' forecast
The position is liquidated at the end of every trading day. As part of its risk management capability, the trading agent eliminates any weak trading signal when it is below a certain threshold which is established during the training and optimization stage. If the maximum drawdown (D ,t ) [21, 47] , the largest potential loss in a certain period of time, passes a certain threshold, then the system holds its current position.
The maximum drawdown is calculated as:
where R tx and R ty are the accumulated return from time t 0 until time t x and t y respectively.
The main reason to propose this risk management rule is that the trading agent should not invest further in an unprofitable strategy. However, it can reverse course, if the market conditions improve.
Additionally, the algorithm calculates the Sharpe ratio as a risk adjusted return indicator. The annualized Sharpe ratio (SR t ) is also used as a weight for each observation.
The complete algorithm is presented in Figure 3 .
Data
The data used in this paper is the Dow Jones EURO STOXX 50 Index Futures (FESX) and the DAX Futures (FDAX). The Dow Jones EURO STOXX 50 and the DAX indexes represent the 50 largest European companies and the 30 major German companies traded on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange, respectively. These two future indexes were selected in consideration that they both reflect the market expectation of the underlying indexes. These indexes are highly liquid, especially FESX. This data was obtained directly from Eurex.
Before expiration, both index futures are traded at their market values. If they are not used for hedging, the main decision variable for trade is the price trend. In this respect, forecasting the futures price trend is a simple classification problem.
For every index future (FESX and FDAX) we have trade and quote level 2 data. We recreated the order book at ten seconds intervals, integrating the quotes (bid price, bid volume, ask price, and ask volume) with the trades (trade volume and trade price) for March 2009 (22 trading days). The previous prices were aggregated using volume weighted average prices (VWAP), and the volumes were aggregated by a simple sum.
Input:
Set of price series: P b best and P a best are prices at the top of the buy and sell order book respectively tc represents transaction costs ($0.3 for FESX and $0.5 for FDAX) zeta is a markup that at least covers the transaction costs tc qt is portfolio size at time t rt is return at period t δ, n, d, f , and g are the number of futures contract to be traded, number of different values of parameters to calculate investment signals, number of periods between experts' training, number of periods between orders, and number of periods to evaluate market trend γ0 and γ1 are thresholds to filter experts' weight. C is an exogenous parameter for expert weighting.
Recalibrate and train with machine learning algorithm: 1. Select a representative asset (i.e. index future) from targeted market.
2. Calculate investment signals, and labels with basic parameters for the selected asset (in this research we used all the investment signals described in the appendix).
3. Recalculate investment signals with n variations of basic parameters, and include all of the investment signals as features in the training and test sets where the binary label is yt = sign(rt) and rt is return at time t.
4. Every d periods train a new expert i ψi using a learning algorithm. Call the sequence of experts as ψ = ψ1, ψ2, ..., ψ E where E is the maximum number of the most recent experts. Every d periods recalculate test set and weight experts as in next steps.
Expert weighting algorithm:
5. Calculate the weight of the first expert at time t as w
where:
sign(S 6. Calculate the weight of expert ψi at time t > ti as
is the initial weight assigned to i (ψi)
ti+1 is the time that the next expert is added. = max(Rt x − Rt y |t0 ≤ tx ≤ ty ≤ t) is the maximum drawdown Rt x , Rt y , and Wt are the accumulated return from time t0 until time tx and ty, and experts' weights respectively.
Trading:
9. Based on the experts' weight, every g periods take one of the following positions: If Wt > 0, buy limit order for δ and P b = P b best − ζ. If qt < 0 then δ = qt. If Wt < 0, sell limit order for δ and P a = P a best + ζ. If qt > 0 then δ = qt.
Hold, otherwise
If any of the above orders are not executed after f periods, cancel and resubmit limit orders.
10. Liquidate position qt before market closes at the end of each trading day.
Output:
Expert weighted cumulative return is:
Figure 3: Trading agent algorithm. This is a modified version of the trading algorithm introduced by Creamer and Freund [19] The trades and quotes data were linked according to their time stamp. Mid prices were calculated as the average between the bid and ask prices.
Experiments
Model calibration
We evaluated the performance of the calibration method proposed in section 3 with the FESX and FDAX index futures, splitting these datasets into training (70%) and test (30%) 5 and with the combination of all the indicators listed in the appendix (without including the liquidity indicators). The dependent variable y t ∈ [−1, +1] is a binary variable which has a value of 1 when the return or trade price trend of the next period is positive, and a value of -1 otherwise. As a base case, we worked with a model calculated with the most common parameters for each indicator as used by practitioners and listed in the appendix. The classification of the base case is a majority vote of the respective rules of the indicators used.
Our method includes the recalculation of the technical indicators with different parameters. Besides the base case, we tried three other variations where each parameter is tested with three, six and nine different versions and where their values increase by six, three and two units, respectively. The main calculation of these indicators for the model calibration and for the trading agent is done using R, its financial engineering, order book, and analytics package called Rmetrics, RTAQ and RWeka, respectively. 6 OneTick <http://www.onetick.com> is used for the generation of the order book.
Logitboost is used to classify the future trade price trend. To check for the possibility that the Logitboost results could be improved because of the characteristic instability of boosting, we ran bagging on top of Logitboost (bagged boosting). We also compared Logitboost's results with Adaboost and logistic regression to evaluate the difficulty of the classification task. We performed 10-, 50-and 100-fold crossvalidation experiments to evaluate classification performance on held-out experiments. Logitboost, Adaboost and bagging are run with 20 iterations. We compared our results using the test error and the Sharpe ratio. For this test of model calibration, the Sharpe ratio is calculated using a very simple calculation of return based on the price difference between periods and the trend forecast. We did not include trading costs because we were not testing any trading strategy. We were only evaluating the trend forecast and its impact in risk adjusted return. Its application to a trading strategy is reviewed in the next section.
Trading algorithm
The trading agent algorithm presented in Figure 3 is applied to the FESX and FDAX futures. This algorithm, implemented with Logitboost, reweights the participation of each expert according to individual performance. Additionally, the risk management module holds or liquidates positions when they are not profitable or become too risky. Every day, the trading agent processes new information and takes investment decisions based on the experts generated the previous day. During the day, new experts are generated about every half hour (d) and substitute older experts maintaining a maximum of 25 experts (E). In our simulation, the first day was used only to generate experts and the agent started to trade only on the second day. Also about every half hour (g), the agent evaluates the trend of the market and sends limit orders according to the trading algorithm. The limit orders are revised every f periods of 10 seconds each. We evaluated f with the following values: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 54, and 60. The threshold to eliminate very weak expert weights (γ 0 ) is set to 0.20, and the threshold to restrict trading (γ 1 ) is set to 0 as suggested by Creamer and Freund [19] .
We decided to use boosting, specifically Logitboost, as our learning algorithm because of its feature selection capability, its error bound proofs [28] , its interpretability, and its capacity to combine quantitative and qualitative variables. Additionally, Logitboost performed as well or better than the rest of the algorithms tested during our model calibration experiments. We used the implementation of boosting in Java included in the MLJAVA package or in its current version called JBoost <http://jboost.sourceforge.net>.
A group of well-known technical indicators, and investment signals introduced in the appendix are the inputs for the machine learning algorithm: a simple and exponential moving average, Bollinger bands, acceleration, momentum, rate of change, moving average convergence divergence, relative strength index, on balance volume, negative and positive volume index, price-volume trend and several liquidity indicators. We also included ratios and trading rules suggested by the practice of technical analysis.
The initial value of the parameters used to calculate the technical indicators are those recommended in the literature. Additionally, most of the technical indicators are calculated three extra times with parameters that increase by six units every time. Based on the result of our calibration model, the difference of performance with other combinations was not very significant and our choice reduced the computation period.
The results of the trading algorithm are aggregated in 21 trading days. We tested our results with trading costs per futures contract of 0.3 EUR and 0.5 EUR for FESX and FDAX, respectively. These values are consistent with Eurex's prices. We compared our results with a buy and hold (B&H) position using the Sharpe ratio as a risk adjusted return measure. Table 1 shows that all the algorithms tested with FESX and FDAX data perform better than the base case does. With 100 subsets, the base case has a test error of 49.65% for FESX and 47.46% for FDAX, while most of the algorithms explored have test errors between 44% and 46%. The mean difference between the base case and all the algorithms explored is significant at the 99% confidence level when all the technical indicators are used. Similar results are obtained using 50 and 10 subsets.
Results
These results are also consistent with the calculation of the Sharpe ratio. The Sharpe ratio of the base case with 100 subsets is respectively -5.26 and 19.29 for FESX and FDAX. All the learning algorithms show a positive Sharpe ratio when all the indicators are used (see Table 2 ) and the difference with the base case is significant with a 99% confidence level. In all cases, the Sharpe ratio is lower for the simulations when Bollinger bands and momentum are tested independently.
Logitboost and logistic regression running with all the technical indicators show the highest Sharpe ratio for both FESX and FDAX. Additionally, an increase in the number of versions (three or six) of the same technical indicators improve the Sharpe ratio, while nine versions of each parameter leads to a deterioration of the Sharpe ratio in most cases. Boosting, the primary learning algorithm, is able to handle a large number of parameters until certain point. As Creamer and Freund [19] have pointed out, the use of boosting for financial prediction improves when relevant ratios that are known for their importance to investment decisions are employed instead of using the original indicators. These results lead us to prefer Logitboost for our trading agent algorithm. The annualized Sharpe ratio of this algorithm is reported in Table 3 . It shows that the Sharpe ratio for FESX and FDAX outperforms a simple buy and hold strategy with a 99% confidence level. Additionally, orders submitted every 50 and 40 seconds leads to the maximum Sharpe ratio for either FSEX (40.17) and FDAX (41.59 ). Figure 4 graphically shows how the cumulated return for FESX using orders submitted every 50 seconds outperforms the buy and hold strategy.
It is more important from an algorithmic trading perspective to concentrate on a risk adjusted return indicator than on the accuracy of the algorithm. The simulations show that the evaluated algorithms may have very different Sharpe ratios even though they could have a very similar test error. This can be explained from the even weight given to all observations for the calculation of the test error, while a risk adjusted return indicator considers the return and the volatility of the investment decision. So a correct forecast for two observations that have price changes of 2% and 0.002% will have the same impact in the calculation of the test error, while the first observation adjusted by risk will have more importance in the calculation of the Sharpe ratio. Logitboost also slightly outperforms bagging in the case of FESX, while bagging outperforms Logitboost using FDAX data. So it does not seem necessary to incurr the additional computational cost of bagging when it does not always generate superior results than Logitboost. In general, Logitboost is the best algorithm for FESX while logistic regression and bagging may show better results in some cases for FDAX. Anyway, FESX is the most important index and is much more liquid and traded than FDAX.
We can also observe that the Sharpe ratios of the trading algorithm for FESX are larger than those obtained from the model calibration process. These differences are partially explained by different samples, and the additional use of liquidity indicators. However, the most important considerations are related to the trading strategy itself:
1. The combination of many experts that are reweighted according to their performance, and 2. The trading algorithm that uses the forecast of the price trend to profit from the bid-ask spread.
Final comments and conclusions
This paper shows that a trading agent can be calibrated generating multiple versions of the same parameter or technical indicator and then selecting the optimal combination of these parameters. The optimization method could be a learning algorithm with feature selection capability such as Logitboost. Our tests indicate that Logitboost outperforms a model that uses the typical parameters recommended by investment practitioners.
The simulations show that the evaluation of a trading algorithm should be based on risk adjusted return indicators instead of only using accuracy indicators such as the test error. When a risk adjusted return indicator is utilized, every individual investment decision is evaluated by considering its return contribution and its risk impact while the test error gives the same weights to all the observations. So it might be possible that a learning algorithm has a low test error under normal conditions while it may not be able to anticipate major market changes. As a result, its Sharpe ratio might be unsatisfactory. Another algorithm might be able to take advantage of the unstability of the market to capture profits even though it may not show the best performance under normal market conditions.
The trading agent algorithm introduced in this paper generated positive returns for two major European index futures (FESX and FDAX) using high frequency data. This trading agent was able to obtain these results combining a learning algorithm that makes the prediction, an expert weighting algorithm that combines experts, a risk management layer that minimizes risky trades, and a trading strategy that uses the prediction to profit from the bid-ask spread.
High-frequency trading has a different market structure and dynamic than daily or monthly trading. Hence, an automated trading strategy that works for longer periods of time may not work for high-frequency data or it must be adjusted accordingly. Intraday data may not change much in very short periods of time unless it is affected by special events. As a result, a trading agent may need many experts that capture changes in the market behavior in different time periods. Additionally, the trading agent may have to review the order periodically (e.g. every five or thirty minutes) and define minimum quality standards to reduce excessive trading.
Our algorithm can be enriched by the introduction of new types of indicators that capture either events or market relationships that affect market behavior. Recently, several data providers offer machine readable news, parsed and transformed into investment signals, that can be used as new predictive variables or as an input to uncover relationships between companies and economic trends that may improve the forecasting capability of our predictive model.
Many of the technical indicators incorporate the following simple or exponentially weighted moving averages of prices. Let X denote a time sequence X 1 , X 2 , . . .. The simple moving average is defined as
and the exponentially weighted moving average is defined as
EMA t (X, n) can be calculated using a simple update rule:
Rules associated to technical indicators are denoted by "rule" and follow by an identification number. The input to our trading agent algorithm includes both signals and normalized indicators.
Additionally, we recalculate a selected group of indicators and their rules with three different values of the main parameters that are close to the industry practice. So, our learning system should be able to select the optimal combination of indicators and parameters. We also include ratios of the indicators which generally are calculated as the indicator divided by its moving average. Most of these ratios are part of the trading rules. However, we include the ratios by themselves so that our learning system finds its own rules.
In the following table we describe the technical indicators. The parameters of each indicator are in parentheses. Most of the parameters used refer to the length of the period (n) selected to calculate the indicator. In case of exponential moving average, the parameter used is λ which also depends of n. We have assigned parameters which are typically used in the industry for each indicator.
Investment and technical indicators
Variable Description Calculation detail Price indicators:
Exponential moving average of a time series P t .
EMAt(P c , λ) where λ = 0.9, 0.84, and 0.78 rule1t Exponential moving average to price (P t t ).
rule4t
Momentum trading rule
difference of price change. The default value of n is 12.
M OMt(n) − M OMt−1(n) where n = 12, 18, and 24
rule5t
Acceleration trading rule
Rate of change: rate of change of P t t . Technical analysts recommend using 10 periods to calculate this indicator.
RSIt(n)
Relative strength index: compares the periods that stock prices finish up against those periods that stock prices finish down. Technical analysts calculate this indicator using 9, 14 or 25 periods. A buy signal is when RSIt(n) crosses below a lower band of 30 (oversold), and a sell signal when RSIt(n) crosses above an upper band of 70 (overbought) 100 − 100 1 + SMAt(P up n , n1) SMAt(P dn n , n1) where n1 = 8, 14, and 20 and n is the length of the time series
empty Otherwise [25] as signals of bull markets. N V It (P V It) concentrates on periods when volume decreases (increases). The rationality is that "informed" investors take positions on periods when volume decreases, while the "uninformed" investors take position on periods when the volume increases. N V It (P V It) is calculated as the cumulative sum of ROCt(n) when volume decreases (increases). Fosback maintains that there is 95% probability that a bull market is going to develop when N V It crosses above its one year moving average, and 67% probability of a bear market when P V It crosses below its one year moving average.
if V OL 
Liquidity indicators 8
ESt
Effective spread 2 * Dt * (P t t − P m t ),where Dt if trade is buy 1, sell -1
RSt
Realized spread 2 * Dt * (P t t −P m t+300 ), where time is in seconds 
LogQSlopet
Log quoted slope log(QS t ) LogSize t
M QRetSQ
Squared midquote returns (log(P m t ) − log(P m t−1 ))
2
M QRetAbs
Absolute midquote returns |log(P m t ) − log(P m t−1 )| 7 GARCH is also another indicator of volatility. 8 Only used for trading algorithm. Liquidity indicators are not used for the model calibration tests described in section 6.1.
